
What lies in our splendid 
skies?

Year 1



Geography

The children will be able to identify seasonal and daily 
weather patterns in the United Kingdom. 

The children will learn to name and locate the four 
countries of the United Kingdom on a map.

The children will be able to use a UK wall map and atlas to 
locate and identify the four countries. 

Science – seasonal change

The children will observe how summer changes into Autumn, including observing and 
describing the weather associated with Autumn and how day length varies.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncqDJW4EhmE
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zvfbgwx

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncqDJW4EhmE
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zvfbgwx


Science

Children will be able to recognise, name, draw and label basic parts of the human body including: 
head, neck, arms, elbows, arms, hands,  fingers, legs, knees, feet, toes, ears, eyes, mouth.

Children will learn that humans have five basic senses: sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch and 
that our senses help us to understand the world around us by sending messages to our brain and 

can also warn us of danger. 

Children will also learn the body parts associated with our senses; that the eye is an organ that 
we use to see; to know that sounds travel through our ears to send messages to our brain; that 

our; our hands touch; mouths taste and our nose is responsible for our sense of smell.

Computing

In computing, children will complete the project My Online Life. They will carry 
out a range of activities including learning how to use technology safely and 
respectfully, what personal information is and the importance of keeping it 

private, identifying where to go for help and support when they have concerns 
and recognising common uses of information technology beyond school.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z9yycdm

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z9yycdm


Design Technology

Children will design a kite based on design criteria. They 
will generate, develop and communicate their ideas 

through talking, drawing and templates.

Children will make their kite by selecting from and using a 
range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks 

(cutting, shaping, joining and finishing). They will also 
select from and use a wide range of materials and 

components according to their characteristics.

Children will evaluate their ideas and products against 
design criteria.

Art

Children will look at and talk about paintings by Kandinsky 
and the techniques used expressing their likes and 

dislikes. They will practise painting in this style.

Children will learn to use a brush correctly, holding and 
gripping it, to control a paint brush and create a picture or 

pattern. 

Children will be able to name the primary and secondary 
colours. They will learn which colours to mix to create all 

secondary colours. Children will also mix their own brown 
paint.

Design Technology
Children will start to understand 
how to name and sort food into 
healthy and unhealthy. They will 
learn that everyone should eat at 

least five portions of fruit and 
vegetables every day. 



Music

Children will carefully choose sounds to achieve an effect. They will investigate making sounds that are very different 
(loud and quiet, high and low). Children will order sounds to create an effect; structure beginnings and ending. They will 

create sequences of long and short sounds in different ways, e.g. hitting, blowing, clapping and shaking.

Religious Education

The children will learn how someone is welcomed into Christianity and what it means to 
belong. They will begin by  explaining their experiences of belonging.

Children will learn that baptism means that someone has been welcomed into the Christian 
family. The will be able to describe how water is used in a Christian baptism.

Children will learn that baptism can be for adults or children and identify one difference and 
one similarity between infant and adult baptism.

Physical Education 

Children will learn to safely travel in a space. They will practice hopping and jumping and use these different ways of 
travelling to move around a space. They will also learn to balance on one leg for 5-8 seconds. Children will copy 3 actions 

in a sequence and will then advance to copying off each other.



Relationships and Health Education

Children will continue to learn about the different feelings and emotions that they can experience and will begin to build 
up some strategies for managing these. Children will discuss the long-term effects of alcohol and smoking on health and 

the implications of exercise on their wellbeing. 

Campaigning

Rights Respecting Focus

Article 6: You have the right to life and to 
be healthy.

Article 12: Your right to say what you think 
should happen and be listened to.

Article 14: Your right to follow your
own religion.

Article 24: Your right to good food and 
water and to see a doctor if you are ill.

British Values

Rule of Law – Children will learn that the 
school rules mirror society laws and must 

be respected.

Global Goal



Reading

Reading regularly at school and at home is essential to children’s language 
development: it increases their vocabulary and develops their understanding 

of age-related texts. 
In school, children will have daily phonics lessons, weekly comprehension 

lessons and will use a range of texts as a focus for English lessons.
As a result, they will  be exposed to a range of texts across a range of genres. 

Phonics
Roseberry Phonics Programme

Our programme is based upon the curriculum guidance within the ‘Letters and 
Sounds,’ DfES, 2007 document and also includes elements and resources from 
Read Write Inc. Ruth Miskin 2006 and Jolly Jingles, Arlene Grierson 2000. Our 

programme arranges the 44 phonemes into groups. Within these groups, 
phonemes and graphemes are grouped together into sets.

All pupils receive discrete daily phonics lesson which follows the Introduce, 
Review, Teach, Practise and Apply model. They are provided opportunities for 

daily oral and written practice to increase phonic knowledge and develop letter 
formation and joins. 

Bespoke book focus
Giraffes Can’t Dance & The Rainbow Fish

Home Reading

Whilst they will be regularly listened 
to read in school, children will also 
benefit further by practising their 

reading at home. Children should try 
to read 3 times a week at home and 

this should be recorded in their 
reading diary. Reading diaries will be 

checked weekly and should be in 
school every day.



Writing

Children will begin to learn the basic features of stories, instructions and diary entries. Linked to their work on daily 
weather patterns, they will keep a diary entry focussed on weather. When learning about their body in Science, children 
will read the story ‘From Head to toe’ by Eric Carle and have a go at creating their own story in a similar style. They will 

also write some instructions about how to stay warm in the Winter, using the skills they have learnt.

Spelling

This term, our spelling focus will 
be the common exception words. 
As part of their homework, 
children will receive four spellings 
from the common exception word 
list. Please practise these spellings 
with your child using the say 
cover,  write, check grid. If the 
children remember how to spell 
the words in their list, they will be 
given new ones. Any they spell 
incorrectly will remain on their list. 



Maths

Children will be following Power Maths which is a mastery programme created in 
partnership with White Rose Maths. Rich textbooks provide a coherent structure 
through the curriculum and support children on their journey towards deeper 
understanding. Practice Books give just the right amount of intelligent practice for 
children to complete independently. 

Within these maths sessions, children will practise basic place value and calculation 
skills with a focus on numbers to 10 including; 
• Count to ten, forwards and backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, or from any given number. 
• Count, read and write numbers to 10 in numerals and words. 
• Given a number, identify one more or one less. 
• Identify and represent numbers using objects and pictorial representations including the number 

line, and use the language of: equal to, more than, less than (fewer), most, least.
• Represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 10 Read, write and interpret 

mathematical statements involving addition (+), subtraction (-) and equals (=) signs.

https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk
/maths/primary-maths-age-5-

6-year-1/

https://community.mathletics.
com/signin

In order to support your child with their learning, it would be helpful if you could: 
• help them practise forming their numbers correctly.
• count everyday objects

https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/maths/primary-maths-age-5-6-year-1/
https://community.mathletics.com/signin
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=http://www.academicschoice.com/websites/mathletics.php&psig=AOvVaw0PfCf7TjQzabVTD8GAi-4x&ust=1592259158208000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCPj_0PquguoCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAJ


PE Kits
Please assist your child in taking responsibility for 

remembering to bring their PE kit into school at the 
start of every new term.

Reading Diaries

Reading diaries should be in school every day. 
Please try to hear your child read at least three 

times a week and discuss key themes, events and 
characters. Please comment on your child’s reading 

in the Home School Book.

Homework

Homework will be given each Friday and should be returned the 
following  Wednesday.

Key Dates

End of Term Treat
1R – Pizza Party with a movie - Nothing is required from 

home

1P – A Party – Nothing is required from home

21/09/20 Class photographs

25/09/20 Non-uniform day 
(charity focus little sprouts)

19/10/20 & 
20/10/20

Parents evening

21/10/20 Harvest Zoom Call


